Abstract. The paper analyses the closed frame object translated motion in the horizontal directions interacting with the fluid (air or water). The object consists of two rigid bodies, fastened together with each other by a spring. The first small body is located inside the large second body, which is isolated from the fluid. As a motion generator internal harmonica or adaptive force control is used. The case is investigated where internal interactions can be with collisions. External interaction of the second body with the fluid flow is nonlinear like absolute velocity in square. Additionally, different drag coefficients are used, depending on the velocity direction of the large body. It is assumed that there is a laminar fluid flow. A system with two or three degrees of freedom is investigated. Interaction with fluids is approximated by a square resistance force dependence on the flow relative velocity taking into account the direction of motion. The resulting system of equations is used to simulate the motion by two programs: Mathcad and Working Model 2D. The three tasks of motion are analysed: -motion with harmonica internal interaction by Mathcad; -motion with adaptive internal interaction by Mathcad; -motion with harmonica internal interaction by Working Model 2D. Some results of the object part motion graphics are given. The main conclusion of the given results is that it is possible to generate closed object motion inside fluid by motion control of another internal body. The results of the investigations can be used for synthesis of new propulsion systems.
Introduction
The model of the investigated system is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of two rigid bodies 1 and 2, connected by a spring 3 and a damper 7. Special parameters of the system provide translation motion without rotations. Closed frame object motion inside fluid at low speed region is investigated when the object moves horizontally.
For the system both parts 1 and 2 excitation of internal indirect control action 4 is used (Fig. 1 ). Additionally, collision interaction is provided by stoppers 6. Outside different drag interactions are provided by the axial elements 5 and 8. Fig. 1 . Object in fluid flow: 1 -small inside body; 2 -closed frame body; 3 -connection spring; 4 -internal control action; 5 -tail element; 6 -collision elements; 7 -damping element; 8 -head element; x, y -longitudinal and transvers axes of object
In object translated motion (without rotation) equation of motion is [1] [2] [3] [4] :
where m -total mass of object; a C ̅ -acceleration of mass center C; g̅ -acceleration of free fall; A ̅ -Archimedes force; R ̅ -fluid interactions with outside body 2.
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As the weight mg and Archimedes forces are constant, then from the vector equation (1) it can be concluded that only the force R ̅ can generate controlled propulsion action and move the object.
Object motion modelling with harmonica internal interaction by Mathcad
Differential equations of bodies 1 and 2 with mases m1 and m2 along horizontal axe are (see (1)):
where c12 -stiffness of spring;
b12 -constant of internal damping; v1, v2 -velocities of moving mases 1 and 2; c0 -stiffness of stopper; ∆ -gap; b0 -damping of stopper contact force; P12 -internal action harmonica force amplitude; D1, B1 -fluid interactions with outside body 2 (non -symmetric drag coefficients difference) [5] [6] [7] ; ω -angular frequency of harmonica force. 
Object motion with adaptive interaction by Mathcad
Differential equations of bodies 1 and 2 with mases m1 and m2 are the same as (2) and (3), with only one difference: instead of two internal time forces ±P12·sin(ω·t) adaptive forces ±P12·sign(v1 -v2) are used:
where P12·sign(v1 -v2) -adaptive internal force, depending on the relative velocity direction sign(v1 -v2), but other parameters are the same.
Some graphics of modelling are shown in Fig. 8-12 . Comments are given under all graphics. 
Results and discussion
The main results of this report are that possibilities of closed frame object motion inside fluid are obtained. For that reason non symmetric motion (till impacts) of an additional body inside the frame can be used. More efficiency motion according to the maximal velocity can be generated by the adaptive force. The modelling shows that some time (for low velocities) harmonica time force interactions are applicable. The obtained results may be used for robot motion generation inside fluid. The ideas of this investigation are partially used for synthesis of new devices in the patents [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Conclusions

1.
For closed frame objects (without fans or propellers) it is possible to use internal non -linear vibrations for motion generation. 2. More efficiency motion is achieved when different drag coefficients (direct and indirect) are used. 3. The investigated task shows that the motion velocity will be in low region because reverse of interaction force directions exists.
